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The slogan of San Francisco's Kabuki Hot Spring says it all: Welcome - we can't wait to get our 
hands on you. Located in the city's Japantown, this is where massage connoisseurs come to 
experience sento (Japanese communal baths) and shiatsu (Japanese finger pressure to improve 
circulation). 

Finding a place outside Japan to revel in the peace and pleasure of shiatsu is rare. But before you 
offer up your body for a joyous round of pummeling and prodding, we offer this guide to Kabuki 
Hot Spring and the things therein. 

The Shogun Plan: This is ninety minutes of regality and privacy. You are draped in white fleece 
towels that cover your body and eyes. You cook in silence in an orange steam cabinet. The 
practitioner visits, checks your heat tolerance, and offers glasses of chilled water. Once out of the 
pressure cooker, the practitioner loofahs your back before you slide into a deep bathtub. More 
water to drink, clouds of towels to wrap in, and fifty-five minutes of shiatsu. $65. 

The Kabuki Plan: If the pocketbook can't accommodate Shogun, this rates a close second: half 
the time on the table, but equally effective. $40. 

The Kika or Fuji communal plans: The immense spa area resembles authentic sentos, right down 
to the tiled decor and a doll-size locker for shoes. Bathe, then treat yourself to a leisurely soak in 
the furo (hot pool). Just about when your toes begin to shrivel, drop into the arctic mizuburo 
(cold pool). Then there's time for a steam and sauna before shiatsu. The fifty-five-minute Kiku 
and twenty-five-minute Fuji shiatsu take place in the Satori Room. Remarkably, the presence of 
others is never felt until the percussion - a wake-the-body-up movement of three vigorous 
cupping sounds that concludes the massage and serves as a thank you from the practitioner. Then 
you're left alone to relax and return to the baths. Kiku Plan, $60; Fuji Plan, $35. 

The Sakura Plan: If you're not quite ready for cracking joints and fancy finger work, this is the 
best buy in town. You can spend the whole day soaking in sizzling waters, taking a plunge into a 
chilly pool, steam, sauna, and snoozing into nirvana. $10. 

The Kabuki Hot Spring is located in the Japan Center at 1750 Geary Boulevard. Call (415) 
922-6002 for appointments, hours, information.


